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abstract
Let n be a positive Borel measure on the circle 
group T. If, for p^>l, there is a q > p  such that 
defines a bounded convolution operator from L^(T) 
to Lq(T), then |i is L^-improving or n improves LP.
Here a result of Oberlin is extended. It is shown 
that a large class of Cantor-Lebesgue measures improve 
L^(T) for p>l. Also, for the members of a particular 
sequence of Lebesgue measures associated with some homo­
geneous Cantor sets, which includes the midde-third 
Cantor-Lebesgue measure studied by Oberlin, estimates 
are obtained for the amount of improvement. These re­
sults are obtained by a reduction to inequalities con­
cerning convolution against probability measures on 
finite cyclic groups.
I. Introduction
Convolution operators are central among the objects 
studied in Harmonic Analysis, and just what one can or 
cannot do with such operators is a leading question. Here 
we are concerned with a particular manifestation of the 
smoothing caused by convolution. Specifically, let |a 
be a positive Borel measure on the circle group T. If, 
for p ^ 1, there is a q > p such that n defines a bound­
ed convolution operator from L^(T) to L^(T), then we shall 
say that n is iP-improving or that jj improves L^.
It is precisely this property which interests us.
Of course L^-improving measures abound on the circle. 
That many absolutely continuous measures have this pro­
perty is easy to see by using Young's inequality. Much 
more interesting is the fact that there are probability 
measures, singular with respect to Lebesgue measure, yet 
also improving L^(T) for p > 1. For instance, in [1], 
Bonami proved that certain Riesz product measures have 
this property, and she gave bounds on the amount of im­
provement. An earlier example, due to Wiener and Wintner, 
concocted for quite different purposes, and found in 
[ 12, vol. II, p. 146 ] , apparently prompted E. M. Stein 
to pose the problem of characterizing such positive mea­
sures; see [11]. Subsequently, in [8], Oberlin proved 
that the Cantor-Lebesgue measure supported by the classical
1
2middle-third Cantor set is L^-improving for each p > 1, 
and he, like Bonami, gave bounds on the amount of improve­
ment.
Our point of departure is Oberlin's paper. Here we 
prove that the members of a large class of Cantor-Lebesgue 
measures improve L^(T) for p > 1. In addition, for a 
particular sequence of Lebesgue measures associated with 
some homogeneous Cantor sets which includes the Cantor- 
Lebesgue measure studied by Oberlin, we obtain estimates 
for the amount of improvement.
Before we state our results precisely and indicate 
the structure of the remainder of the paper, we remark 
that, by using the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem, it 
is easy to see that a measure improves L^(T) for every 
p > 1 if it improves L^(T) for sorne p > 1. On the other 
hand, no measure that is singular with respect to Lebesgue 
measure can improve L^(T); see [ 6, p. 67 ] .
Now realize the circle group T = 3R/Z as the interval 
[0,1), and for 1 p < oo, let L^(T) be the usual Banach 
space of complex-valued measurable functions whose modu­
lus is p^1 power integrable with respect to normalized 
Lebesgue measure on T. Let | • denote the correspond­
ing norm.
For 0 < § < 1/2, let
00 •
E(5) = { E e. ( 1 - S)?3'1 : e . e {0,1}}. 
j=l 3 3
Thus E(§) is the Cantor set constructed with constant ratio
of dissection §. It is well known and easy to see that 
E(?) is a compact set of zero Lebesgue measure and that 
E (§) is the support of the Cantor-Lebesgue measure n(§),
a continuous measure obtained by taking the weak* limit
of the sequence of discrete probability measures { N } , 
where
|i = 2"N S 6 , .
N e € n(N)
with n(N) = {0,1}N, s(e) = rf* e. (I-?)?3"1, and 6
J -L J X
denoting the unit point mass at x ; see [5, pp. 13-22] 
or [ 10 ] .
We now state our first result.
Theorem 1.1. Let § be a rational number in (0,1/2).
Then there is a p < 2, dependent on n(§), such that 
MS)*f||2£ I f llp for eac*  f e LP(T).
Our second result concerns the Lebesgue measures 
associated with the sequence of homogeneous Cantor sets
00
E = { E c . K"3 : e . € {0,2, . . .,K-l} }
K j=l 3 3
for K ^ 3. Each ER has Lebesgue measure zero and is 
the support of a probability measure , called the
Lebesgue measure of the set. Each is the weak* limit
of a sequence of discrete probability measures { }  , 
where
Theorem 1.2. For K ^  3, ||XR*f||2 £ | f | for each
f € LP(T) when p 2 In (K - l)/ln (K2 - 3K + 3) .
We shall prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 2 by a reduc­
tion to an analogous theorem concerning probability mea­
sures on finite cyclic groups. Since the proof of Theorem
1.2 is essentially the same as that of Theorem 1.1, we 
shall omit it.
Let G be a cyclic group with K elements, and for 
p ^ 1, let LP (G) be the usual Lebesgue space on G with
norm | • | defined in terms of the Haar measure on G
hr
that assigns mass 1/K to each point. Let P(G) denote 
the set of probability measures defined on G, and pro­
vide P(G) with the topology it inherits as a subset of 
M(G), the measure algebra on G. If (ieP(G), let G(|i) 
denote the subgroup of G generated by the set
{i-j : i, jesupp(n) }, where supp(n) denotes the sup­
port of H. It turns out that Theorem 1.1 follows from 
the next result.
Theorem 1.3. (a) If (ieP(G), where G is a finite cyclic 
group, then there is a p < 2, dependent on \ i, such that
5(1) Ik * x h2 <: | x |p
for every x e i P (G) if, and only if,
(2) G(|i) = G.
(b) In addition, if C is a compact subset 
of P(G) with every |j in C satisfying (2), then 
there is a p < 2, dependent on C, such that (1) is true
We shall prove Theorem 1.3 in Section 3. In Section 
4, we shall prove the finite group result on which Theorem
1.2 is based.
Theorem 1.4. Let K ^  3 be an integer, and let G be the 
cyclic group with K elements. Then
and (4) is best possible.
Although the result in Theorem 1.4 is best possible, 
we do not know that the same is true for Theorem 1.2.
The case of K = 3 in Theorem 1.4 was first treated by 
Oberlin in [ 8], but the best constant was obtained by 
W. Beckner, [ 3].
for every (a e C and every x e L^(G) .
Jteva j c u
for every non-negative X e L^(G) when
(4) p ^  2 In (K - 1) / In (K2 - 3K + 3) ,
6We shall conclude the paper with a section where we 
shall transfer the results given in Theorem 1.1 and Theorem
1.2 from the circle to the real line. We shall finish 
with an historical remark.
II. Proof of Theorem 1.1, using Theorem 1.3.
This is a variant of the proof of Lemma 1 of [ 8].
Let 5 = J/K, where J and K are relatively prime
positive integers satisfying 2J < K, and for N ^ 1, let
Gn = {j/KN : j = 0, ..., KN - 1}.
Then GN is the realization of the cyclic group of
K* -th roots of 1 on the interval [0,1). For q 1, let 
L^(Gn) denote the usual Lebesg^ue space formed on G^ 
with respect to normalized counting measure, and let 
| * | N denote the norm on that space.
For each N ^ 1, the support of the approximating 
measure lies in the subgroup G^ , and thus, an elemen­
tary limit argument suffices to prove the Theorem once we 
know there is a p < 2 so that
(5) N^N*^2,N-^ n e '
for N ^  1.
We now sketch that limit argument. Let C(T) denote 
the set of continuous functions on the circle, and let 
| • | denote the supremum norm on that space. Let 
p = n(J/K). Evidently, it suffices to show
(6) lit1 * *ll2 <: I * llp
for f e C(T).
7
8Suppose f e C(T), and for N ^ 1, let fN be the re­
striction of f to Gn« Also, for N ^ 1, let I(N,j)
= [ (j - 1) /K^, j/K11) for j = 1,...,KN. Then, since f 
is uniformly continuous, it follows from
k”
li*f (x) - |j *f (x) = S J f (x-y) - f (x - (j-l)/KN) du(y)
j=l I(N,j)
that
(7) |||Ji*f - PN*fl|0O "* 0 as N*oo.
Likewise, from
K * £«2- ,S, J lU*f(x) I2 ' |MN*f„((j-D/KN) |2dx
1=1 I(N,j)
and
KN
MN*f (x) [f(x- )]tl ({ i d  }),
N K i=l K K iN K
it is easy to see
( 8 )  | || HN * f  ||2 ”  II ^ * f N !l2 / N  I -  0  a s  N ■* oo.
Similarly,
(9) I ! l f  l l p - | l f N l i p , N  I "* 0  a s  N -» co,
But (7) - (9), together with (5), yield the truth of (6).
Hence, we need only prove (5).
The proof that there is a p < 2 so that (5) is true
for each B ^  1 is an induction argument originating in the
structure of i^. To show this, for convenience we shall 
work on quotients of the integer group, Z, which are iso­
morphic to the GN's. Thus, for N ^ 1, we take 
Gn = Z/K^Z = { 0, ... ,KN -l} with the group operation being 
addition modulo K*.
NNow |aN is supported on the 2 points of of the
form
(10) K [ E e . (K-J) + e.,(K-J) JN_1,
j=l 3
where Cje{0,l}. Therefore, if we identify with the
-Nfunction that assumes the value 2 on each of the points
(10) and that is zero otherwise, then we may identify
1—Nwith the function that is 2 at each of the points
(10) when eN = 0 and that is zero otherwise. Consequently, 
for N ^ 2,
Uj,= (l/2)(|i° + ^ (N)) ,
where
^   ^ = ^N-l* *  ^'
>4(N,< • > “ ‘W  '
and j(N) is the element of {0,1,...,K-l} satisfying
j(N) s (K-J)J^-1 mod(K)
for N 1.
Consider the sequence of probability measures 
{ vN : N ^  1} defined on G = G^ by vN = (1/2) ( + 6 j (N) * for
10
N ^ 1. Evidently this sequence assumes only finitely 
many values. Equally important, though, is the fact that 
j (N) is always a generator of G. Therefore, G(vN) =G for 
each N ^ 1, and hence, we may apply Theorem 1.3. It 
follows that there is a pQ < 2 so that, for N ^ 1 and
We now claim that p = pQ works for each N 1 in (5) . 
First, and thus, (5) is true when N = 1 and
Let us consider the inductive step. Suppose N ^ 2, 
and for the induction hypothesis, suppose (5) is true for 
P = Pq with N-l in the role of N. Now let fe LP(GN) with 
p = Pg, and for j = 0, . .. ,K - 1, set
P0
f € L (G^), we have
(11)
f . 
D
9
j
where Ej = {neG^ : n = j mod(K)}. Then Eq is isomorphic
to Gn_^ , and since * f^  has support in E^+ ,^ we see 
easily that
ifcl S l2[MN*fn(m+n) +MN (N)* f ^ +n^ | 2)
11
In order to use the induction hy^thesis, we shift 
everything back to EQ, the isomorph of by realizing
the convolutions appearing above as convolutions of p® 
with functions living on Eq . Thus, for n = 0, ...,K-1, set
f (n, 0) (x) = fn (x + n)
and
f (n - j (N), j (N)) (x) = fn_j ^ ( x  + n-(K-J) JN“1) .
Then for n = 0, ..., K - 1 and in e EQ,
p° * f(n,0)(m) = pJJ * fn(m+n)
and
pJJ * f (n-j (N), j (N)) (m) = p^(N)* fn_ j (N)(m+n) . 
We are, therefore, entitled to write
HMN*fll2.N = { |V||MN-1*t?-(-n.--°.) +f-ln-j(N)-j(N)) ] |
XI—u ^
By using the equation above, we invoke the induction 
hypothesis. From that, the triangle inequality for the 
norm I • I „ ., and the fact that" "Pq,N-1
for p = Pq, it is easy to obtain
12
1/2
( 1 2 )  || V * l l a < H  S  C k t <k V P / 2 > < l l * n » p , H  +  # * » - ,  ( »  Hp . N > 1 ’ >' 
with P = P0-
Finally, by using (12), together with (11) holding for
N with f replaced by gM ( • ) = K1//p| f ,  . | with p = pn,
' * ; p,N u
we obtain the truth of (5) for N and p = p^.
That completes the proof of (5) by induction, and thus 
the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Remarks. (a) The main difference between the proofs of 
Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 lies in the sequence of mea­
sures {v>N : N^l}. In the proof of Theorem 1.2, that
sequence is constant with inequality (11) being essen­
tially inequality (3) of Theorem 1.4.
(b) Evidently the proof technique of Theorem 1.1, 
together with Theorem 1.3(b), reveals how a large class 
of i P -improving measures may be constructed.
(c) Many more of the regularly constructed singu­
lar measures appearing in [5, pp. 13-22] may be shown to 
improve L^(T) by using the technique above. What we have 
not been able to prove that way, however, is that the 
Cantor-Lebesgue measure |i(§) improves L^(T) when ? is 
irrational, for the natural approximating measures used
to define jj(§) do not sit nicely on the circle. Whether 
(j(5) improves L^(T) when ? is irrational appears to be an 
open problem.
III. Proof of Theorem 1.3.
To prove Theorem 1.3, we must do a certain amount of 
multi-variable calculus. For notation, then, we turn to 
[2, pp. 56-157]. In addition, unless otherwise indicated, 
throughout this section sums will be over the cyclic 
group G = Z/KZ, where we shall assume K ^ 2 in order to 
avoid the trivial group.
Now suppose n = £ctj6j is a probability measure on G.
In Theorem 1.3, the inequality with which we must contend 
is
-1 2 -1 d(13) [K E [ E a. jX •] ] £ [ K X EX??]
i j 1 3 3 j 3
with x being any non-negative function on G.
The key to understanding (13) in a qualitative sense 
is the quadratic form obtained by considering (13) with 
p = 2. Thus, set
g (\x; x) = E[ E a. . x. ]2 - Ex?,
i j J J i
with x being real-valued. Then, if we identify real-
Kvalued functions on G with elements of JR , then the 
essential fact concerning g is contained in the lemma 
that follows.
Lemma 3.1. Let G(|i) be the subgroup of G generated 
by D(|j) = supp(n) - supp(u). Then g(|i;X) is negative
13
14
semi-definite and vanishes precisely on the set 
. K
z(|i) = {x € "B. : x is constant on cosets of G (p.)} .
We shall defer the proof of Lemma 3.1 to the end of 
the section in order first to show how Theorem 1.3 follows 
from it.
Proof of the necessity of G(u) = G in Theorem 1.3(a).
We prove the contrapositive. Suppose G (p> ^  G, and 
let Kq be the number of elements in G/G(|i). Then, for non­
negative x in Z(|a), (13) assumes the form
-1 2 2 -1 n  1/p
[Kq 2 ] £ [Kq E X*]
U j€G/G(u) 3 0 j€G/G(|i) 3
and since Kq ^ 2, there is a single non-negative x in 
Z(n) such that this inequality fails for every p < 2. That 
completes the proof of necessity.
To prove the sufficiency of the condition that G(n) =G 
in order for (1) to hold for some p < 2 in Theorem 1.3, 
it clearly suffices to prove part (b) of the Theorem. That 
is our next task.
Proof of Theorem 1.3(b).
First, to set the stage, let C be a compact subset 
of P(G) with every n in C satisfying G (p) =G, and let
A = { X e H K\{ 0} : xj ^  0 for each j e g} .
15
Next, define f on P(G) x Ax [1,2] by
j  j
where |i = S 6 ^ .
Evidently inequality (13) is equivalent to
(1*0 f (n;x?p) £ K1/2"1/p
holding for xeA; it will be in this form that we shall 
treat (13). In fact, it suffices to show there is a 
pQ < 2 such that (14) is valid for (|i;X;p) € C x a x [pQ,2] . 
To obtain that global result, we require a lemma that con­
cerns the behavior of f near Xq = (1/K, ..., 1/K).
Lemma 3.2. There is a p^< 2, dependent on C, and there 
is an open neighborhood U about Xq, such that (14) is 
valid for (n;X;p) eCx [U n a] x [p^^J, where 
a = { X € H  :XjI>0 for every j, and S x j = 1} is the
simplex in 3* spanned by the canonical basis.
Before we prove Lemma 3.2, let us see how the global 
result follows from it. Here, too, Lemma 3.1 is used.
Proof of the global result, using Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2.
First, f is continuous, and for fixed u and p,
f(|i; * ;p) is homogeneous of degree zero, that is, purely 
directional. For our set of directions, then, we shall 
use 0
16
Next, set
M = max{ f (n; x; 2) : )j e C, * e a\U} ,
where U is the open neighborhood about xQ = (1/K,___ 1/K)
given by Lemma 3.2.
We claim M< 1. To see this, note that if jaeC, then 
G(n) = G. It follows from Lemma 3.1, then, that f(n; • ?2)
assumes its maximum, 1, only on the ray {(x,...,x): X> 0} .
Thus, on a\U we have f(n; • ?2) < 1, and the claim is true.
An immediate consequence of the inequality M< 1 is 
that there is a p2 < 2 such that
(15) M £ K 1//2“1//p £ 1
for pe [p2»2] . That is just what we need in order to make 
the local result, Lemma 3.2, yield the global one.
Set pQ = max(p1,p2). Then pQ <2, and, in fact, (14) 
holds for all (n? x? p) in C X  Ax [pQ,2] . To see this last, 
it suffices to see it with A replaced by a. This being 
so, if xeU n o , then (14) follows from Lemma 3.2. If, 
on the other hand, x e c\u, then we have f(|j;x?p) £f(u?X?2)
£ M, for, for fixed n and x» f(n;x; • ) is either constant 
or strictly increasing? this time, (14) follows from (15). 
That, however, completes the proof.
Let us now take care of the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. We now change our perspective with 
respect to f. Instead of considering f as a function 
defined on P(G) x Ax [1,2], we now think of f as a family
17
of functions defined on A and indexed in a continuous
way by P(G) x [1,2]. Evidently every member of the family
is C°° on the interior of A. Consequently, we shall
obtain the proof of the Lemma by studying the second
degree Taylor expansion of the family.
First, it is easy to see that the ray {(x,...,x):x> 0}
is a set of critical points for each member of the family.
Thus, for xQ = (1/K,...,1/K), there is a closed ball B
Kcentered at the origin of 3R so that Xq + B is contained 
in the interior of A, and so that
(16) f(n;x0+h;p) - K1/2"1/p = q( u;h;p) +R2(|a;h;p)
for h e B  and (|u?p) e P(G) x [1,2], where
q(p;h;p) = (l/2)D^f (|i?x0;p)
= (1/2) (h-jE^  + —  + hj^ Dj^ ) 2f (n ? x0; p),
and
R2(n;h;p) = (1/6)D^f (nrXQ + t (|i;h;p) *h;p)
with T(U;h;p) € (0,1); see [2, pp. 129-139].
A routine computation reveals that q(p;h;2)
= (K/2)g(n;h). Thus, by Lemma 3.1, q(n;h;2) is negative 
semi-definite and vanishes only on the line L = {(x,— , x):
X e HR } whenever n is in C.
Conveniently enough, the orthogonal complement of L 
with respect to the usual inner product on !R is
18
T = { x € : Ex. =0}, the tangent space of c at x_.
xQ J u
This means that q(u;h;2) is bounded away from zero for
H e C and h e S = T n SK_1, where SK_1 = { x e R K : | x I = 1}
*0 0
is the unit sphere in H  defined by the usual quadratic 
Knorm on IR . From continuity, then, there is an m < 0 
and a compact neighborhood of 2 in [1,2], say [p^ , 2], 
such that
(17) q( (i;h;p) £ m
for ((i;h?p) e C x S x[p , 2].
Finally, the third order partials are bounded for 
(n;x;p) € P(G) x [Xq + B]x[l,2]. Thus, the limit,
lim R9((a?h;p)/|h |2 = 0, 
h-*0 ^
is uniform with respect to |i6P(G) and p€ [1,2]; see 
[2; p,13U]. Hence, there is an open ball U, centered 
at Xq, such that if Xp+heU, then
(18) |R2(|i;h;p) |/|h|2 < m/2
for each neP(G) and pe [1,2]. That is the last step, for 
when xn + h € U n cr, we have h e T  . Thus, Lemma 3.2
U Xq
follows from (16), (17), and (18).
We have one task remaining in this section, and that 
is to prove Lemma 3.1. In order to accomplish it, we shall 
use the theorem that follows; for a proof, see [9, p.53].
Theorem 3.3. Let H be a closed subgroup of a locally 
compact abelian group G, and suppose ^ is a regular 
Borel measure on G with its support contained in H. 
Then the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of (i , is con­
stant on cosets of the annihilator of H in r, the dual 
of G.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. That
g(|J?x) = E[E a. . x .] 2 - E X?
i j J J i
is negative semi-definite follows from the fact that
2
| p,*x H 2 ^  I x | 2 f°r xeL (G) . The main problem here is 
seeing that g vanishes precisely on
r r
Z ( V ) ={x€ 3R : x is constant on cosets of G(M)},
where G (p.) is the subgroup of G generated by 
D(u) = supp(n) - supp(^).
We first dispose of a trivial case. When =6^ for 
some j, we have D(p) = {o}, and thus, G(n) ={o}. Conse-
quently, Z(^ i) is 1R , which is consistent with the fact
that g((j;x) = 0 in this case. Thus, we suppose in the se-
qual that supp(|i) contains at least two points.
Now an elementary calculus argument shows that the 
set of points in K  where g vanishes coincides with
the solution set of the system of linear equations
20
By doing a little algebra, we may re-write this homogeneous 
system in a much more revealing form, namely, as
(19) Ee. . X. = 0, j e G,
j 3"lo 3 0
2
where c = 1 - E • a- , and where c . = - E a. .a* for j ^  0.u i x  j  ^ 1—3 1
Evidently, the solution set of (19) is the kernel of
the linear transformation S on H  given by convolution
with the measure v^Ec^Sj . To facilitate the study of
this situation, however, it is convenient to let x assume
complex values. In short, we shall study S as a convolu-
2 Ktion operator on L (G) = C .
Since S is translation invariant, it follows now 
that the kernel of S is given by the direct sum
A A
©{ C-y : v € G and v (y) = 0} ,
A
where G is the dual of G. Thus, by using Theorem 3.3,
we see that the proof will be complete after we show that
A a
{y€G:v(y)=0} is the same as the annihilator of G(n) 
in the dual of G.
We now require some of the special properties of v.
We enumerate them:
(i) E cj = 0 ;
(ii) cQ > 0 ;
(iii) if j ^ 0 and c^ / 0, then c^ < 0; and
(iv) supp(v) = D ( | i )  = supp(n) - supp(n).
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All of these are obvious. That (ii) and (iv) fail to be 
true when (a is a single point mass is also clear. It is 
because of that, that we treated the special case at the 
beginning.
Since G is self-dual, we may identify the annihi-
lator of G (|i) with a subgroup H of G. Using Theorem
A
3.3 with (iv) above, we see that v is constant on cosets
A
of H. Thus, from (i), v vanishes on H, and we shall
A
be finished once we see that that is the only place v 
vanishes.
To obtain that, without any loss of generality, we 
assume G(n) = G, where we realize G as the set 
{0,1,...,K-l}. Thus, we need only show
v(n) = cn + I c . exp( —2?rijn/!K)
0 {j«e.,<0} 3
is non-zero for n e {1,...,K-l}.
From (i) - (iii), it suffices to show that if 
n e {1,...,K-l}, then there is a j, dependent on n, 
with cj < 0 and jn not divisible by K. We obtain this 
from a proof by contradiction.
Suppose, on the contrary, there is an n €{1,...,K-l} 
such that, for each j e {1,...,K-l} with c^ < 0, we have 
jn divisible by K. By considering the largest factor 
n has in common with K, it is easy to see that all of 
the j's with c^ < 0 must have a non-trivial common factor, 
and this factor divides K. This means, however, that
D(|i) lies on a proper subgroup of G, an impossibility 
since D(|i) generates G(|i) = G.
A , .
Thus, finally, we see that v(n) ^0 for n€{l, ...,K
Hence, H, the annihilator of G(n), coincides with
A A
{yeG : v(y) =0}, and the proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete 
That completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4.
Here we show that (3) is true for every non-negative 
x e LP (G) for p satisfying (4), and that the best possible 
constant in inequality (4) is that given by the right hand 
side, p0 = 2 ln(K - l)/ln(K2 - 3 K + 3) .
We first show that we may simplify the problem con­
siderably by using the method of Lagrange multipliers.
To study (3), it suffices to consider the problem of 
maximizing
f (x) = E [ 2 X.]2 
j€G i^j-1
subject to the constraint
I |x.|p =l. 
jeG J
To this end, let
cp(x;\) = f(x) + X[E |x. |P - 1]
j J
Then, for 1 <£ j £ K, we have
D.cp(x;X) = S 2[ S X.] + Xpx?"1 
3 n^j+1 i^n-1 1 3
= 2x. + Xpx?-1 + 2(K-2) S X,
3 3 ieG
when x is a non-negative tuple. This means that a neces­
sary condition for a maximum to exist at x is that there 
exist a X < 0 so that
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Xj + XX? -1 = xi + X X ? -1 
for every i and j in G. Consequently, since h(x) =
P_ 2
= x+ Xxp assumes any value at most twice when p ^ 1 
and x ^ 0, K-l components of the tuple (x1,...,xK) 
must be the same. In short, instead of (3), we need only 
worry about
2 2V2 l/2-ypp p Vp
(20) [ (K-l) (a+(K-2)b) +((K-l)b) ) £_(K-1)K [af+(K-l)B]
for a ^ 0 and b ^ 0.
We now show that if (20) is to hold for all a ^ 0 
and all b ]> 0, then p must satisfy (4). Set a = l and 
b = 1/(K2 - 3K + 3) . Then, after doing a little algebra, 
we obtain
K1//p[K2 - 3K + 3] 1/2 £ [ (K2 - 3K + 3)P + K - 1] ,
which implies
K2[K2 -3K + 3]P £ [(K2 -3K + 3)P + (K-l)]2.
Hence,
0 £ [ (K2 - 3K+ 3)P - 1] [ (K2 - 3K + 3)P - (K - l)2] ,
and since K ^  3, and since we are interested only in 
p ^  1, it follows that p must satisfy (4).
We now prove (20) holds for all a ^ 0  and all b ^ 0  
when p = pQ = 2 ln(K - 1)/ln(K2 - 3K + 3) . That will establish 
that the right member of (4) is the best possible.
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Let us first dispose of a trivial case. When a =0 
and b/0, (20) reduces to
1/2
[(K-l)(K-2)2 + (K-l)2] £ (K-l)1+1/P K1//2“1//p,
which is equivalent to
p ^ 2[ln(K) - ln(K-l)]/[ln(K2-K)-ln(K2-3K+3)].
But Pq is strictly larger than the right member of this 
inequality. Thus (20) holds when a = 0, b 0, and p = p^.
By virtue of the preceding, we now suppose a/0 in 
(20). Consequently, we need only show that
g(t) £ (K-1)K1/2"1/p 
for t ^ 0  and P = Pq » where
2 2 '^//2 [(K-l)(1+(K-2)t) + ((K-l)t) ]
g (t) = -------------------------------- .
[1+ (K-l) tp]1/p
First, in order to study the sign of the derivative
of g(t), it suffices to study the sign of
s(t) = (K-2) + [(K-2)2+(K-l)]t - (K-l)tP”1-[(K-l)(K-2)]tP 
for t 0.
Now observe that since s(l) =0, and since s'(l) <0 
_ 2
when p > 1 + (K-l) , g(t) is decreasing for t>l, for
s"(t) < 0 when t > (2-p)/( (K-2)p) . In short, when p = pQ, 
the maximum of g(t) is attained in [0,1].
Let us handle the boundary behavior on the interval 
[0,1] . Since g(l) = (K-l)K1/2"1/p and g(0) = (K-l) 1 / 2  ,
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we have g(0) £g(l) if, and only if, p^>2/[l+(ln(K-l)/ln(K))] . 
Evidently satisfies this inequality, and thus, we need 
only concern ourselves with the zeros of s(t) in (0,1).
It is easy to see that s(t) =0 at tQ = (K2 - 3K + 3)”1, 
t^ = (K2 - 3K + 3) , and t2 = 1 if p = p^. By examining
s"it), it is evident that s(t) has at most three zeros for 
any p, and thus, we need only examine g(t) at tQ and t^.
We have already seen that g(t^) = (K-ljK^^2-^ ^  when 
p = pQ. Hence our last worry is gft^ . But if g(t1) 
were strictly larger than g(t2), then there would be a
tg between t^ and t2 with s(tg) <0. That is impossible
“2 +* because p^ > 1 + (K-l) , and the sign of g"(t) at t = 1 is
determined by s '(1). Thus, if g(t^) were larger than g(t2), 
then s(t) would have a zero between t^ and t2, an impos­
sibility.
That shows that (20) holds for all a ^ O  and b ^ O  when 
p = pQ, and thus completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Remark. In reducing (3) to a one variable problem, we 
have essentially followed Oberlin; see the proof of Lemma 
2 of [8]. The remainder of the proof is based on insights 
garnered from Beckner's arguments as communicated in [3].
V. TRANSFER
Heretofore we have worked either on the circle group 
or on a finite cyclic group. We now show how results like 
those contained in Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 may be 
transferred to the real line, 3R. This is totally elemen­
tary, and we include it merely for the sake of completeness.
Thus, suppose |i is a positive measure on the circle, T. 
Then, in a natural way, we may identify p with a unique
measure v in M(3R) having support in the interval [0,1)
A A
and satisfying v(j) = n(j) for every integer j. The propo­
sition that follows deals with the transfer mentioned.
Proposition 5.1. Let 1 £ p <£ q < «>, and suppose there is
a constant K > 0 such that
\W * f I „ £ K|| f | „
lS(t ) lP(t )
for each f eL^(T). Then there is a constant Kq > 0 such 
that
l|v‘ fW > i K o ||£W )
for each f e L^(H) .
An essential step in our proof of Proposition 5.1 is 
the reduction allowed by the following lemma, an analog 
of the lemma in [7].
Lemma 5.2. Let v€M(K) be a positive measure supported 
in the interval [0,1). If the linear operator given by
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convolution against v is bounded from LP[0,1) into 
Lq (K) with l £ p < l q < t h e n  the operator from LP(3R) into 
Lq (H) given by convolution against v is also bounded.
Although the proof of Lemma 5.2 is the same as that of 
the lemma in [7], we shall provide a proof here for the 
convenience of the reader. First, however, let us use it 
to prove Proposition 5.1.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. By virtue of Lemma 5.2, it suf­
fices to show there is a Kq > 0 such that
^ * ^ [ 0 . 2 ,  * K0 « f W l >
is true for every non-negative bounded, continuous function 
f defined on [0,1). For such an f, let g be the 
1-periodic extension of f to £. Evidently,
*9^L(1[1,2) “ ^  *g^L<l[0,l)
Since a routine computation yields v * f(x) £ v * g(x) for 
x € [0,2), we have
l|v*f|| „ £ 21/q||v*g|| „
" LS[0,2) ML^[0,1)
£ 21/qK|| f |l
1 LP[0,1)
and the proof of Proposition 5.1 is complete.
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Now let us prove Lemma 5.2.
Proof of Lemma 5.2. For each j € Z, let Ej = [ j, j+1), and 
if f € LP (3R), set
V * ’ V
Suppose K is the norm of the operator from LP[0,1) toLq (IR) 
defined by convolution against v. Then, from the transla­
tion invariance of convolution by v, it follows that
| v * f . | _ £ K | f . |
1 A q (B) 1 ] lP(e)
for every j.
Now note that the support of v * fj is contained in 
[j,j+2) and that [j,j+2) misses E^ unless j = k - l  or 
j=k. Hence, using Holder's inequality for finite sums, 
we have
Jl£ V*fJ(X) '9dXL^dl) k JEk j 3
E |( E | v * f .(x) |q) 
k E. j=k-l 3
i E |  *f^(x 2(q"1)/q |q dx
k Ek
2q_1 E f Z|v * f • (x) |q dx 
k \  3 3
= 2q_1E | v * f .1,q
3 L^(3R)
£ 2q 1 Kq Z | f . I,q
j 3 LP(K)
3 0
* 25-1 *q Uf !&><*,
since p/q£l, and that completes the proof of the Lemma.
We conclude, now, with
An Historical Remark. On March 28, 1981, after returning 
to Baton Rouge from a conference on Harmonic Analysis held 
at the University of Chicago, 0. C. McGehee communicated 
to us that David Jerison of the University of Chicago had 
independently obtained the results contained in Theorem
1.1 and Theorem 1.3. In [4], Jerison wrote us that he had 
obtained Theorem 1.3 in the case where G is a finite 
abelian group. As far as we have been able to establish, 
our proof of Theorem 1.1 was the first. Theorem 1.3, 
on the other hand, appears to have been obtained more or 
less simultaneously by Jerison and us.
Our first proof of Theorem 1.1 was obtained by the 
middle of October, 1980. At that time we did not have 
Theorem 1.3. Instead, we treated the particular probabi­
lity measures needed on Z/KZ by an ad hoc argument that 
suggested how something like Theorem 1.3 might be true.
We obtained Theorem 1.3 late in February, 1981.
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